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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Much remains unknown about the course of grief in the early months following bereavement, 
including the prevalence and timing of a recovery trajectory, whether specific symptoms mark a failure to 
recover, and the co-occurrence of chronic prolonged grief (PG), posttraumatic stress (PTS) and depression 
symptoms. 
Methods: Two hundred fifty-nine participants completed PG, PTS and depression questionnaires up to eleven 
times every six weeks during the two years post-bereavement. We used Latent Class Growth Mixture Modeling 
(LCGMM) to identify subgroups of bereaved individuals sharing similar trajectories for each disorder. We used 
repeated measures ANOVA to evaluate differences in individual symptoms between trajectories. Finally, we 
investigated to what extent chronic trajectories of these three disorders co-occurred. 
Results: Three trajectories of PG symptoms emerged: resilient (66.4%), chronic (25.1%) and acute recovery 
(8.4%). The overall severity and symptom profile of the acute recovery group were indistinguishable from that of 
the chronic group through 6 months post-bereavement, followed by reduction in PG from 6 to 18 months post- 
bereavement. Chronic PTS in the first-year post-bereavement tended to co-occur with chronic PG and/or chronic 
depression. 
Conclusions: Twenty five percent of those with initial elevations in grief recovered in the period of 6 to 12 months 
post-bereavement. These findings highlight the clinical importance of severe grief in the initial months following 
loss, but also suggests caution in diagnosing a grief disorder within the first-year post-bereavement.   

1. Introduction 

The course of grief is a subject of long-standing interest to bereaved 
adults, caretakers, and researchers. In studies examining the course of 
psychiatric symptoms following the death of loved one, researchers have 
consistently found that (a) most bereaved adults are resilient, exhibiting 
persistently low symptom severity over the timeframe assessed and (b) a 
subset of bereaved adults experience chronic elevation in symptoms that 
may persist for years following the death (Galatzer-Levy et al., 2018) 

Findings regarding other possible trajectories of grief (e.g., recovery 
or delayed onset) have been less consistent. Among the six grief trajec-
tory studies of which we are aware at the writing of this study, four have 

found evidence for a recovery trajectory, typically characterized by 
moderate to high grief observed at a single time point during the first- 
year post-bereavement followed by a modest decrease in grief severity 
at subsequent time points in the years that follow (Bonanno and Mal-
garoli, 2019; Djelantik et al., 2017a; Nielsen et al., 2019; Sveen et al., 
2018). Only one study has found an acute recovery trajectory in which 
initially elevated symptoms remit during the first-year post-bereave-
ment (Lundorff et al., 2020). In other words, recovery in these studies is 
typically slow and some elevation in symptom severity typically remains 
for years following the loss. This is noteworthy given ongoing debates 
regarding the “time since loss” criterion for prolonged grief disorder 
(PGD; also known as persistent complex bereavement disorder or 
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complicated grief); a syndrome characterized by elevated grief symp-
toms that do not remit naturally with time. Criteria for prolonged grief 
disorder in the DSM-5-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2020, 
2022) indicate that the diagnosis can be made only after 12 months 
post-loss, thereby implicitly adopting the position that it may take up to 
one year for natural recovery to occur. In contrast, the International 
Classification of Diseases 11th Revision (ICD-11; World Health Organi-
zation, 2018) and the PGD criteria of Prigerson et al. (2009) permit the 
diagnosis after six months. Unfortunately, there is little empirical data to 
clarify what this duration criterion should be. It is, thus, of great clinical 
importance to determine whether there is a subset of bereaved adults 
who will naturally recover from elevated grief symptoms during the 
first-year post-bereavement and, if so, to clarify the timing of symptom 
reduction in this group. 

At least three limitations to the extant literature constrain our ability 
to draw conclusions about the course of grief following bereavement 
(Bonanno and Malgaroli, 2019; Djelantik et al., 2017a; Lenferink et al., 
2018; Lundorff et al., 2020; Nam, 2015; Nielsen et al., 2019; Sveen et al., 
2018). First, studies have data at only a small number of timepoints 
during the first year following bereavement. Indeed, many include only 
one assessment during the first year of bereavement, thereby precluding 
any assessment of change in grief within that year. Moreover, most 
studies examining grief in the first year, lacked an assessment in the first 
six months of bereavement. Thus, although these studies provide valu-
able information about the long-term course of grief, they tell us little 
about grief trajectories during the first year following bereavement. 

Second, most studies have focused exclusively on sum scores of post- 
bereavement psychopathology. However, there is growing evidence that 
a symptom-level focus may afford richer understanding of psychiatric 
disorders than focusing on sum scores alone (Fried, 2017; Fried et al., 
2015). In the domain of grief, loss characteristics and characteristics of 
the person exhibit distinct patterns of association with specific grief 
symptoms (Djelantik et al., 2019; Robinaugh et al., 2014). For example, 
violent loss is especially associated with difficulty accepting the death 
whereas the loss of a spouse or child is especially associated with diffi-
cult moving on with life. Moreover, some symptoms may be better in-
dicators of change in the broader syndrome than others. For example, 
preliminary evidence suggests that a change in ‘feelings of emptiness or 
loss of meaning’ may be especially strongly associated with changes in 
other grief symptoms (Robinaugh et al., 2014). In other words, just as 
looking only at group-level means may mask individual differences in 
the course of symptoms over time, looking only at sum-scores may mask 
differences in how distinct symptoms evolve over time. 

Third, most studies examining trajectories of psychiatric symptoms 
have focused on a single disorder, typically either on prolonged grief 
(PG), posttraumatic stress (PTS), or major depression (MD) (Aneshensel 
et al., 2004; Galatzer-Levy and Bonanno, 2012; Maccallum et al., 2015; 
Zhang et al., 2008). Therefore, it is largely unclear whether those 
exhibiting chronic trajectories for one disorder would also exhibit a 
chronic trajectory for another disorder. Only Lenferink et al. (2018) 
assessed PG, PTS, and depression symptoms in the same sample, 
showing that most individuals with chronic PG also exhibited chronic 
depression. In contrast, only half of those with PG also exhibited chronic 
PTS. However, Lenferink et al. (2018) included only three assessments 
over the four years post-bereavement with the first assessment not 
occurring until 11 months post-bereavement and, thus, cannot inform 
our understanding of how these distinct syndrome trajectories may 
relate to one another in the first year following bereavement. 

In the current study, we aimed to gain a more detailed understanding 
of the course of psychopathology in the initial months following 
bereavement. We did so in a sample of bereaved adults who completed a 
minimum of two and a maximum of 11 assessments during their first- 
year post-bereavement, with assessments occurring every six weeks, 
providing more time-points than has been available in prior grief tra-
jectory studies. Because participants could start at any time-point in the 
first year, we gathered data as late as 27 months post-loss. We had three 

aims. First, we aimed to examine whether there are subgroups of 
bereaved individuals who share similar trajectories of PG during the first 
and second year after bereavement. Second, we compared individual PG 
symptom scores in those exhibiting distinct trajectories of grief over 
time, allowing us to explore whether trajectories can be distinguished 
from one another by specific symptoms in the initial months post- 
bereavement. Third, we examined to what extent individuals were 
likely to be a member of chronic trajectories of PG, PTS and depression 
symptoms simultaneously in the first two years post-bereavement. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Participants and procedures 

Participants were recruited through announcements on Dutch web-
sites providing information about grief from November 2012 to 
February 2019. Only participants older than 17 years were included. 
The questionnaires were filled in online in a secure software environ-
ment accessed by a personalized log-in code. Participants were invited to 
fill in a variety of questionnaires, including questionnaires assessing 
socio-demographics, loss-related characteristics, and symptoms of PG, 
PTS, and depression. Participants who were bereaved less than one year 
ago were invited to complete follow-up questionnaires every six weeks 
up to ten times, yielding up to eleven assessments over the course of 15 
months. The research program was approved by the local ethical review 
board and informed consent was obtained from all participants. Of all 
participants who had lost their loved one less than one year ago (N =
372), 259 participants filled in the questionnaires at least one additional 
time. These participants constitute the current sample. Because initial 
assessments were conducted at different points in time during the first 
12 months post-loss, the available data encompassed a time range 
varying from one month to 27 months post-bereavement. 

2.2. Measurements 

2.2.1. Prolonged grief – 11 scale (PGD scale) 
The PGD scale is based on the 19-item Inventory of Complicated 

Grief (Prigerson et al., 2009). It contains 11 items representing criteria 
for PGD. Participants rate how often symptoms occurred in the pre-
ceding month on 5-point scales (1 = never; 5 = always). The Dutch 
version has adequate psychometric properties (Boelen, 2017) and in-
cludes two additional items “recurrent thoughts” and “emotional pain”. 
Given our interest in better understanding individual symptoms in this 
study, we included all 13 items in the analyses. The range of possible 
scores on this scale is 13–73. Cronbach’s alpha for the 13 items at Time 1 
(T1) was 0.91. 

2.2.2. PTSD symptom scale–self-report version (PSS-SR) 
The PSS-SR is a 17-item measure of PTSD symptoms, as defined in 

DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Respondents are 
instructed to rate PTSD symptoms, on 4-point scales (1 = not at all; 4 =
five or more times per week/almost always). The index event was 
defined as “the death of your loved one” (e.g., “How often did you have 
unpleasant dreams or nightmares about the death of your loved one?”). 
The English and Dutch versions have good psychometric properties 
(Engelhard et al., 2007). In the present sample for T1, the Cronbach’s 
alpha was 0.89. 

2.2.3. Hospital anxiety and depression scale-depression scale (HADS-D) 
The HADS-D is a 7-item scale measuring depressive symptoms. Re-

spondents are instructed to rate their depression symptoms on a 4-point 
scale, ranging from 0 to 3, with different anchors. The scale is widely 
used and has good psychometric properties (Spinhoven et al., 1997). 
Cronbach’s alpha in this sample at T1 was 0.92. 
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2.3. Statistical analysis 

2.3.1. Preliminary analyses 
If a questionnaire had less than 20% missing item-level data, missing 

items were handled by mean imputation. If a questionnaire had more 
than 20% missing item-level data, the summed score was set as missing. 
We compared the socio-demographic characteristics of the participants 
who participated in at least two waves of the study to the participants 
who dropped out after Wave 1 using Chi Square and T-tests. All pre-
liminary analyses were conducted using R (R Core Team, 2013; Yoshida 
et al., 2019). 

2.3.2. Aim 1: trajectory analysis of PG 
Using the summed scores of the PGD scale items, we estimated the 

trajectories using Mplus 8.2 (Muthén and Muthén, 1998-2017). We 
choose Latent Growth Mixture Modeling (LGMM) instead of Latent Class 
Growth Analysis (LCGA) because this technique allows for taking into 
account the variation of the individual responses among the classes (van 
de Schoot, 2015). Missing sum scores were handled by Full Information 
Maximum Likelihood (FIML). Because the time since loss of each 
participant differed at the first assessment point (T1), we first calculated 
the time varying scores (T-score) for each time wave. The T-scores 
contain the number of months since loss for each participant. We began 
with a 1-class linear model (including slope and intercept parameters) 
and increased the number of classes until the Bayesian information 
criterion (BIC) fit index started to increase and/or the sample size within 
a given class became too small for clear interpretation. After this, we 
repeated this process for models including slope, intercept and quadratic 
parameters. 

The best-fitting model was selected using Akaike Information Crite-
rion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC), sample-size adjusted 
BIC (SS-BIC), entropy, and sample size of the classes. The 
Lo–Mendel–Rubin likelihood ratio test, and bootstrap likelihood ratio 
test were not possible because our model included time-varying t-scores 
(Muthén and Muthén, 1998-2017). Lower BIC and AIC values and higher 
entropy values indicate better fit. Furthermore, the parsimony and 
interpretability of the models were considered (van de Schoot et al., 
2017). To assess whether we could improve the model convergence, we 
reran the final models with fixed linear slope variances. Following the 
selection of the final model, participants were assigned to the most likely 
class. 

2.3.3. Aim 2: symptom-level analysis of the bereaved individuals in the 
classes 

To evaluate symptom-level differences between trajectories over 
time, we first averaged symptom scores within each trajectory. Because 
of the low sample size for some trajectories at some time points, we 
aimed for more stable estimates by averaging over multiple assessments 
(i.e., six periods of three months). We did not assess beyond 18 months 
because it was beyond the timeframe of most interest and low sample 
sizes prevented stable assessment of means in some trajectories. 

We then conducted a one-way ANOVA to examine differences among 
the found classes identified in Aim 1. Finally, we conducted t-tests and 
estimated the effect sizes for symptom level comparisons between the 
different classes. These analyses were conducted using R. 

2.3.4. Aim 3: co-occurrence of trajectories of PG, PTS and depression 
symptoms 

We repeated the trajectories analyses for PTS and depression 
following the same procedure used to examine PG trajectories (see Aim 
1). We then examined the co-occurrence of PG, PTS, and depression 
trajectories. 

3. Results 

3.1. Preliminary analyses 

Table 1 shows characteristics of participants who were (n = 259) vs. 
were not (n = 113) included in the final analysis and differences be-
tween groups. Participants included were older M(SD) = 55.9 (13.9) 
than the excluded participants (M (SD) = 50.76 (15.01), p = .00). 
Furthermore, the included participants were more likely to have lost a 
partner or a child, n = 151 (58.3%), compared to the excluded partici-
pants, n = 44 (39.9%, p = .00). There were no differences in terms of the 
time since loss, gender, education, having experienced a violent cause 
and the sum-score of PG, PTS and depression. In the final sample, the 
mean time since loss at T1 was 4.6 months (SD = 4.8). Most participants 
were women, n = 198 (76.4%) and had received a higher education (n =
143, 55.2%); 29 participants had lost their loved one due to a violent 
cause (11.2%) (Table 1). 

3.2. Aim 1: trajectory analysis of PG 

Fit-indices for all model solutions appear in Table 2. In the 5-class 
solution of the linear models and the 2-class solution of the quadratic 
models, a very low sample size was found for one class (n = 1). 
Accordingly, we did not examine additional class solutions beyond these 
models. The 3-class solution exhibit the best fit and was the most 
interpretable, and, thus, was chosen as the final model. Fixed slope 
variances did not improve the model fit. The 3-class linear model solu-
tion consisted of (a) a chronic trajectory characterized by persistent high 
and slightly increasing PG (25.1% [n = 65], intercept = 40.88, slope =
0.054), (b) what we will refer to as an acute recovery trajectory of in-
dividuals with decreasing PG (8.4% [n = 22], intercept = 42.65, slope =
-1.68) and, (c) a resilient trajectory characterized by low and slightly 
decreasing PG (66.4% [n = 172], intercept = 30.29, slope = -0.50) 
(Fig. 1). 

Table 1 
Socio-demographic differences between excluded and included patients.   

Excluded 
patients (N =
113) 

Included 
patients (N =
259) 

Significance tests for 
differences between the 
groups 

Age, M (SD) 50.76 (15.01) 55.85 (13.90) .002** 
Time since loss, 

M (SD) 
4.92 (3.44) 4.61 (2.77) .37 

Gender, N (%) 
Males 20 (17.7) 61 (23.6)  
Females 93 (82.3) 198 (76.4) .26 
Education, N (%) 
Lower 

education 
46 (40.7) 116 (44.8)  

Higher 
education 

67 (59.3) 143 (55.2) .58 

Cause of death, N (%) 
Violent 9 (8.0) 29 (11.2) .45 
Natural 102 (82) 151 (88.8)  
Kinship, N (%) 
Partner/child 44 (38.9) 151 (58.3)  
Other 69 (61.1) 108 (41.7) .001*** 
PG sum score 

T1, M (SD) 
34.43 (12.28) 35.35 (11.09) .48 

PTSD sum score 
T1, M (SD) 

31.57 (11.00) 32.60 (9.42) .36 

MDD sum score 
T1, M (SD) 

12.89 (5.58) 13.88 (5.19) .10 

Note. M = mean, N = number of patients. SD = Standard Deviation. MD = major 
depression. PG = Prolonged grief. PTS = posttraumatic stress * p < .05. ** p <
.01. *** p < .001. Excluded patients are bereaved patients who completed 
questionnaires at only one timepoint. Included patients are bereaved patients 
who completed questionnaires at least at two time points. 
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3.3. Aim 2: PG symptom-level analysis in those with distinct grief 
trajectories 

Symptom profiles for each of the three grief trajectories every three 
months from Month 1–3 to Month 16–18 are depicted in Fig. 2. The 

ANOVAs and the effect sizes comparing the severity of each symptom 
between trajectories at each of these time points appear in Supple-
mentary Materials A. Several findings from this analysis are worth 
highlighting. First, trajectories were better distinguished by some 
symptoms than others. For example, a feeling that ‘life is empty/ 

Table 2 
Goodness-of-fit statistics for prolonged grief model solutions.  

Classes Log likelihood AIC BIC SS-BIC Entropy Smallest sample size (n) 

Lineair model 
1 class -6131.558 12,295.116 12,352.025 12,301.299   
2 class -6120.552 12,279.103 12,346.683 12,286.446 0.662 67 
3 class -6111.708 12,267.416 12,345.666 12,275.918 0.696 22 
4 class -6104.785 12,259.570 12,348.490 12,269.231 0.685 22 
5 class -6102.970 12,261.940 12,361.531 12,272.761 0.731 1 
Quadratic model 
1 class -6118.680 12,277.360 12,348.497 12,285.089   
2 class -6104.508 12,257.016 12,342.380 12,266.291 1 1 

Note. BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion, SS-BIC = Sample-Size Adjusted BIC, AIC = Akaike Information Criterion. 

Fig. 1. Trajectories of prolonged grief in the first 27 months following bereavement. The red, green, and black lines denote the chronic, recover, and resilient 
trajectories, respectively. The continuous lines are the observed scores for each trajectory and the dotted lines denote the estimated trajectories. From 18 months 
following loss, the observed scores are less stable due to low sample size (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.). 
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meaningless’, ‘difficulties moving on in life’, and ‘subjective impair-
ment’ each exhibited consistently strong effect sizes in the comparison 
between resilient and chronic trajectories, whereas ‘avoidance’ and 
‘difficulty trusting others’ consistently differentiated worse between the 
trajectories. In fact, ‘avoidance’ did not differ between the resilient and 
chronic trajectories until 7–9 months post-bereavement. Second, the 
distinction between the chronic and resilient trajectories became 
increasingly stark over time, with the effect sizes for every symptom- 
level comparison rising over time. Third, we found little evidence that 
participants in the recovery group exhibited a distinct symptom profile 
from participants in the chronic group in the early months following 
bereavement. During the first nine months post-bereavement, only one 
symptom (i.e., ‘subjective impairment’) at one time point (Month 4–6) 
was significantly lower in the recovery group than the chronic group. 
However, no such difference was observed at either Month 1–3 or 7–9, 
suggesting this may have been a spurious finding. It was not until 10–12 
months post-bereavement that any symptom began to consistently 
distinguish the recovered and resilient trajectories. At that point, several 

symptoms distinguished these groups, including ‘recurrent thoughts’, 
‘emotional pain’, ‘yearning’, ‘difficulty accepting the loss’, ‘emptiness’, 
‘shock’, and ‘subjective impairment’). 

3.4. Aim 3: co-occurrence of the chronic trajectories of PG, PTS, 
depression 

The optimal model solution for PTS was a 2-class linear model, which 
included a chronic trajectory class with persistent high symptoms (5% 
(n = 13), intercept = 44.463 p < .01, slope 0.232, p = .60) and a resilient 
class with moderate and decreasing symptoms (95% (n = 246), intercept 
31.053, slope - 0.323, ps < 0.01; see Supplementary Materials B and C). 
The optimal model solution for depression was a 2-class linear model, 
which included a chronic trajectory class with high and slightly 
decreasing symptoms (32% (n = 82), intercept 10.800, slope -0.095, ps 
< 0.01) and a resilient trajectory class with low and slightly decreasing 
symptoms (68% (n = 177), intercept 4.948, slope 0.023, ps < 0.01; see 
Supplementary Materials D and E). Fixed slope variances did not 

Fig. 2. The development of the mean severity of grief symptoms for each class. The red, green, and black lines denote the chronic, recover, and resilient trajectories, 
respectively. Items reflect the following symptoms: (1) recurrent thoughts, (2) emotional pain, (3) yearning, (4) confusion about one’s role in life (5) difficulties 
accepting the loss (6) avoidance of reminders (7) difficulties trusting others, item (8) bitterness/ anger (9) difficulty moving on with life, item (10) feeling numb (11) 
life is empty/ meaningless (12) feeling stunned, shocked (13) subjective impairment (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.). 
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increase model fit. 
As seen in Fig. 3, Chronic trajectories of PG, PTS and depression 

commonly co-occurred. Among those with chronic PG symptoms, 68% 
exhibited chronic depression symptoms and 15% exhibited both chronic 
depression and PTS. Yet, this overlap was far from complete. Among 
those with chronic PG, 31% exhibited neither chronic PTS or depression. 
Similarly, 45% of those with chronic depression exhibited depression 
symptoms alone. In contrast, the majority of those in the chronic PTS 
group exhibited both chronic PG and depression (77%) and only 8% 
exhibited PTS alone. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we examined the course of PG, PTS and depression in 
the first two years following the loss of a loved one while addressing 
three gaps in prior research on trajectories of grief: (a) the lack of 
multiple assessment points during the first year post-bereavement, (b) 
the exclusive focus on sum-scores rather than individual symptoms, and 
(c) the tendency for studies to focus on trajectories of only one disorder, 
thereby limiting our understanding of the overlap in these trajectories of 

response. 
For our first aim, we examined trajectories of PG. Consistent with 

prior research, we found that a majority of bereaved individuals 
exhibited a resilient trajectory (66.4%) and a significant minority 
(25.1%) exhibited a chronic trajectory of elevated grief. However, we 
also found that 8.4% exhibited a recovery trajectory characterized by 
significant reductions in grief symptoms during the eighteen months 
post-bereavement. Although some previous studies have identified a 
recovery trajectory (Bonanno and Malgaroli, 2019; Lundorff et al., 2020; 
Nielsen et al., 2019; Sveen et al., 2018), our findings differ from prior 
results in at least three ways. First, in most previous studies recovery 
occurred over a longer time course than was observed in this study, with 
symptoms declining over years rather than months. In the current study, 
the gains made by those in the recovery trajectory occurred largely 
between 6- and 18-months post-bereavement. 

Second, in previous studies, those in the recovery trajectory exhibi-
ted initial symptom severity that was lower than that of the chronic 
trajectory. In contrast, the recovery trajectory and chronic trajectories in 
our study were highly similar during the initial months post- 
bereavement, both in overall grief severity and in symptom profile. 

Fig. 3. Venn diagram depicting the co-occurrence of chronic trajectories. Chronic PGD: individuals who are member of the chronic prolonged grief class. Chronic 
PTSD: individuals who are member of the chronic posttraumatic stress class. Chronic depression: individuals who are member of the chronic major depression class. 
Total N = 259. 
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Third, in previous studies, those in the recovery trajectory continue 
to exhibit symptom severity that is higher than the resilient trajectory 
through the final assessment point. In contrast, the recovered trajectory 
identified here exhibited roughly the same severity of grief as the 
resilient group by 12 months post-bereavement. In conjunction with 
prior research and the findings from this study, we believe there may be 
at least two types of recovery trajectories for bereaved adults: one 
subgroup with elevated grief in the first months after the loss that 
recover during the first year (i.e., an “acute recovery” trajectory) and 
another group with persistent moderate-to-high grief that gradually 
reduces over multiple years (i.e., a “gradual recovery” trajectory). 

This study has important, but nuanced implications for the duration 
criterion for PGD. Our findings seem to argue in favor of the 12-month 
duration criterion. We found that a subgroup of participants exhibited 
substantial reduction in symptoms during the first-year post-bereave-
ment. This trajectory was nearly indistinguishable from those with 
chronic grief through the first 6 months post-bereavement, both in 
regards to overall grief severity and in regards to symptom profiles. Yet, 
by 12 months post-bereavement, the recovery group exhibited signifi-
cantly lower overall severity and by 15–18 months, those in this re-
covery trajectory exhibited roughly the same symptom profile as those 
in the resilient trajectory. Although these findings seem to support the 
value of withholding a diagnosis until 12 months post-bereavement, 
there are two important qualifications. First, treatment engagement 
for participants is unknown and, thus, we cannot conclude with cer-
tainty that this acute recovery trajectory occurs in the absence of 
treatment. Second, it is important to note that this acute recovery tra-
jectory was relatively small, comprising only 8% of the overall sample 
and only 25% of those with initially elevated symptoms. In other words, 
75% of those with elevated symptoms at six months post-bereavement 
continued to experience persistent elevations in grief through at least 
18 months post-loss. Clinically, these findings suggest that, at a mini-
mum, some level of clinical monitoring may be warranted for those 
whose grief is persistently elevated at six months post-bereavement. 

Notably, the intercept of our resilient trajectory is 30.29. This is 
consistent with a mean agreement of 2 or 3 on each item, indicating 
existing grief symptoms that are relatively low in frequency and 
severity. Given that grief is a natural response to the death of a loved 
one, we would expect most bereaved individuals to experience some 
grief symptoms in the initial weeks following a loss and these findings 
appear to reflect that, with even the “resilient” trajectory exhibiting 
some elevation in symptoms in the initial weeks post-loss. 

For our second aim, we found that symptoms varied in the extent to 
which they differed between groups. For example, a feeling that ‘life is 
empty or meaningless’, ‘difficulties moving on in life’, and ‘a subjective 
feeling of being impaired by grief’ best differentiated the chronic and 
resilient trajectories, especially at 6–12 months post-bereavement. 
Conversely, ‘difficulty trusting others’ and ‘grief-related avoidance’ 
were consistently the most similar across groups. The findings regarding 
avoidance are especially noteworthy, as bereavement theories have 
posited that avoidance plays an important role in the persistence of grief 
over time (Boelen et al., 2006; Maccallum and Bryant, 2018). Given 
these theories, we might expect that the chronic group would be strongly 
characterized by excessive avoidance. However, among all symptoms 
examined, the chronic and resilient trajectories were least distinguished 
by avoidance. Indeed, during the early months post-bereavement, there 
was not a statistically significant difference in avoidance between these 
groups. This finding accords with other recent studies that have used 
network analysis to examine the conditional dependence relationships 
among PG symptoms (Djelantik et al., 2019; Maccallum et al., 2017; 
Malgaroli et al., 2018; Robinaugh et al., 2016). These studies consis-
tently find avoidance to be among the symptoms with the lowest con-
current associations with other aspects of grief and, in one of these 
studies, changes in avoidance were not significantly associated with 
changes in the remainder of the syndrome over time. In future empirical 
research and theory development, it will be important to grapple with 

these findings and consider why a behavior posited to play a critical role 
in prolonging grief would not differ substantially between those with a 
chronic vs resilient trajectory. For instance, it could be that individuals 
experiencing avoidance may not be aware of it and, hence, will not 
answer on self-reported questionnaires that they are avoiding. It is also 
possible that the item used in our study overemphasizes avoidance of 
stimuli connected with the deceased (which is less characteristic of 
prolonged grief) and underemphasizes avoidance of stimuli associated 
with the irreversibility of the loss (which is strongly characteristic of 
disturbed grief). 

The symptom profiles of the chronic and recovery groups were 
highly similar through six months post-bereavement, suggesting that 
these groups cannot be readily distinguished by their early symptom 
profile. The symptoms ‘difficulty moving on in life’ and ‘subjective 
impairment’ consistently exhibited the largest effect sizes in symptom- 
level comparisons between these trajectories during the initial months 
post-bereavement, providing some modest evidence that they may be 
worth investigating further as potential early indicators of a more 
chronic course of grief. However, in the current study, differences be-
tween trajectories in these symptoms were not consistently statistically 
significant. Moreover, effect size estimates were somewhat unstable 
over time, likely due to the small number of individuals exhibiting the 
recovery trajectory. Clinically, this precludes firm conclusions about the 
value of specific symptoms as early indicators that distinguish chronic 
and resilient trajectories. 

With regard to our third aim, we found that, among the members of 
the PG chronic trajectory, 30.8% were not included in the PTS and/or 
depression chronic classes. This accords with previous work done by 
Simon et al. (2012) in a sample of individuals receiving treatment for 
PGD, where 32% of individuals with a PGD diagnosis did not have co- 
morbidity with PTSD or depression, further suggesting that PGD over-
laps with, but is distinguishable from, PTSD and MD. In contrast, almost 
all members of the chronic PTS class were also members of the chronic 
PG or MD classes, suggesting that PTS symptoms are more likely to be 
experienced alongside PG symptoms in bereaved adults, rather than as a 
stand-alone condition. This is in accordance with a prior cross-sectional 
study in which a resilient group, a PG group and a combined PG/PTS 
group were identified among Dutch bereaved individuals (Djelantik 
et al., 2017b). Clinically, this provides further evidence that clinicians 
should be aware of PG symptoms in bereaved individuals with PTSD. 

Our findings regarding the overlap in trajectories differ from those of 
Lenferink et al. (2018), who found a much larger percentage of bereaved 
individuals in the chronic depression class who were member of the 
chronic PG class (i.e., 85.7% vs. 42.3% in the current study) and a much 
smaller percentage of bereaved individuals in the chronic PTS class who 
were member of the chronic PG class (i.e., 64.7% vs. 91.7% in the 
current study). The studies differed in the nature of the death (i.e., 
participants in the Lenferink et al., 2018 study lost loved ones in an 
airplane crash, whereas in our study most people suffered natural losses) 
and the timeframe (i.e., 1–4 years instead of 0–24 months) which may 
account for differences between these studies. More longitudinal studies 
including PG, PTS, and depression in the same sample are necessary to 
clarify the co-occurrence of PG, PTS, and depression symptoms further. 

5. Limitations 

There are several limitations to our study. First, our sample was a 
convenience sample including a large number of older women. This 
means that the sample is not representative for all bereaved individuals 
and that generalization of our findings needs to be done with caution. 
For example, we found that avoidance was among the symptoms that 
least distinguished the distinct trajectories following grief. Convenience 
sampling may have contributed to this finding by leading to the selec-
tion of individuals comparatively low on avoidance, regardless of their 
other symptoms. Second, we had a relatively low number of participants 
in the recovery group, which may have impaired our ability to detect 
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differences in symptom scores between the recovery and chronic tra-
jectories. Lastly, participants were able to enter the study at different 
time points post loss. This means that we had most information in the 
time frame between 6- and 18-months post-loss. The findings found 
outside this time frame (e.g., before 6-months and after 18-months) are 
likely to be less robust than the findings from within this timeframe. In 
addition, it should be noted that we used the Prigerson et al. (1999) 
criteria for PG symptoms, which diverge slightly from the recent 
DSM-5-TR and ICD-11 PGD criteria. Future studies, examining 
DSM-5-TR and ICD-11 PGD criteria are needed to examine if the current 
findings generalize to these symptom criteria. 

6. Conclusions 

In this study, we explored trajectories of PG symptoms, evolving 
symptom profiles for each PG trajectory, and the co-occurrence of 
chronic PG, PTS, and depression trajectories in individuals in the first 
two years post-bereavement. Our results provide further evidence that 
while the majority of the bereaved individuals experience persistent low 
grief, a significant minority experiences chronic elevation in grief re-
actions. We add to those robust findings evidence for an acute recovery 
trajectory, characterized by recovery during the first year following 
bereavement. In terms of both symptom profile and overall severity, the 
recovery group strongly resembled the chronic group through six 
months post-bereavement and, by 12–15 months post-bereavement, 
closely resembled the resilient trajectory. These findings suggest that a 
time-criterion of 6 months for a grief disorder might be too soon and it is 
better to wait to 12 months to diagnose and treat PGD. However, some 
level of clinical monitoring may be warranted for those whose grief is 
elevated at six months post-bereavement, because they are at a higher 
risk for persistent problems. We found little evidence that certain spe-
cific symptoms were characteristic of the recovered trajectory during the 
first six months post-bereavement. This may mean that early grief 
screeners should rather focus on the severity of grief in general instead of 
focusing on specific grief symptoms. PTS chronic trajectories in the first- 
year post-bereavement tend to co-occur with chronic PG and/or 
depression trajectories, but not the other way around. This means that 
clinicians should be extra aware of PG symptoms in bereaved individuals 
with PTSD in the first year. 
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